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Overview

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic disorder characterized by the progressive destruction of ar-

ticular cartilage associated with subchondral bone remodeling, formation of osteophytes,

reactive chronic inflammation of the synovial membrane and atrophy of the periarticular

soft tissues (Fox and Millis, 2010; Mortellaro, 2003). Like several other chronic diseases,

canine and feline OA is a painful condition. The ever-increasing development of methods

and scales for assessing OA-associated pain reflects the growing attention to pain being paid

by owners and vets and the awareness of the significant animal welfare implications of OA

pain in nonverbal patients (Brown et al., 2008; Hielm-Bjorkman et al., 2003; Hielm-Bjork-

man et al., 2009; Klinck et al., 2010; Sharkey, 2013; Walton et al., 2013). The mechanism

underlying OA pain is multifactorial, resulting from a complex interplay among structur-

al, degenerative and inflammatory changes of all joint components, as well as peripheral

and central pain-processing mechanisms (Fox and Millis, 2010). Albeit different kinds of

OA pain can develop, depending on involved joint, duration and severity of the disease, and

individual pain threshold, the common feature of OA-associated pain is chronicity. Ad-

vancement in veterinary science as well as changing cultural attitudes toward pet owner-

ship has increased the number of patients requiring management of chronic pain (Posner,

2008). Nowadays, the management of chronic pain is still one of the most challenging and

often frustrating parts of veterinary practice (Sharkey, 2013). Moreover, OA-associated pain

is generally viewed as a “mixed pain”, i.e. both inflammatory and neuropathic pain, thus

further complicating successful management. Up to now, the relative efficacies of analgesic

therapies to relieve OA associated chronic pain have been modest at best. They are tradi-

tionally based on the use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), often being

administered for long periods. As these may have severe adverse effects, particularly in eld-

erly patients, a recommendation has been made to use more natural disease-modifying agents,

within a multimodal approach, in the pain management of OA in animals and humans, alike

(Fox and Millis, 2010; Pelletier et al., 2006). Among these agents, conventional chon-

droprotective compounds, e.g., chondrointin sulfate and glucosamine, are largely used, al-

though the evidence on their efficacy in decreasing OA pain is poor and conflicting results

have been published so far (Clegg et al., 2006; McCarthy et al., 2007; Vandeweerd et al.,
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2012; Wandel et al., 2010). Thus more research needs to be conducted to find more effica-
cious and less detrimental treatments, able to interrupting the self-sustaining vicious cycle
of chronic pain. The present paper deals with the mechanisms associated with OA pain and
the new strategies developed from such understanding. These consist in the potential use
of disease-modifying naturally-occurring compounds, able to positively interfere with the
peripheral and central mechanisms of OA pain development and chronicization, i.e., the
aliamides.

OA-associated pain: features 
and mechanisms
Osteoarthritis is a common problem in pets, with an estimated 20% of dogs over one year
of age affected (Millis, 2005) and 16% of cats suffering from OA, incidence increasing up
to 90% in geriatric cats (Bennett et al., 2012; Clarke et al., 2005; Lascelles et al., 2010). Pain
associated with OA may begin as intermittent or episodic acute pain (i.e., inflammatory, no-
ciceptive) but then unavoidably chronic pain develops. Nociceptive pain occurs in response
to noxious stimuli and continues only in the maintained presence of these stimuli. It sub-
serves its protective function, by generating an unpleasant sensation. Of note, nociceptive
pain is considered a symptom of disease; chronic pain is itself a disease (Fox, 2003). Po-
tential sources of pain in OA include osteochondrophyte overgrowth with stretching of rich-
ly innervated periosteum and muscles, physical stimulation of the joint structures (effusion),
abnormal loading, capsular tension, synovitis and subsequent activation of local nocicep-
tors. Inflammation, either low- or high-grade, is a common feature of OA and may cause
pain by direct stimulation of joint nociceptive fibers or by their sensitization (Creamer, 2000).
In sensitized joint tissues, normally innocuous stimuli can produce pain. Sensitization is a
clinically important process that contributes to tenderness, soreness, and hyperalgesia, i.e.,
a heightened response to a noxious stimulus (Chopade and Mulla, 2010). Clinically speak-
ing, these phenomena translate in an array of signs and symptoms. In OA dogs, gait ab-
normalities, lameness, reduced range of motion, reluctance to jump into the car or go down
stairs are frequently seen (Fox and Millis, 2010). On the contrary, most OA cats will not
exhibit lameness and rather manifest changes in behavior and lifestyle, i.e. activity levels,
grooming habits and general demeanour (Bennett et al., 2012; Klinck et al., 2010).

Synovial and endoneural mast cells as major OA pain generators 
Several local mediators released in the joint during OA are responsible for the nerve acti-
vation/sensitization. Of these, the most important bioactive mediators are those released by
strategically located cells, i.e., the mast cells (Dean et al., 1993; He et al., 2001). Synovial
mast cells (MCs) are resident immune-inflammatory cells, able to secrete many vasoactive,
nociceptive and proinflammatory molecules in response to various challenges (de Lange-
Brokaar et al., 2012). The main example is histamine, that in conjunction with other MC
products - like prostaglandins, proteases, cytokines and nerve growth factor - may contribute
to pain (Herbert et al., 2001; Hsieh et al., 2010; Thacker et al., 2007). One of the main MC
challenge during OA is represented by the antidromic release of inflammatory neuropep-
tides from local nerve endings, such as SP and CGRP (Konttinen et al., 2006; Tore and Tun-
cel, 2009). Neurogenic inflammation is the general term used to describe this process, that
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appears to play an important role in the pathogenesis of OA inflammatory pain (Tore and
Tuncel, 2009; Fox, 2010). Neuropathic pain also develops in OA patients over time. As struc-
tural pathology develops, dysfunction in central processing of information at the spinal and
cortical levels takes place, affecting both sensory and motor systems (Dray and Read, 2007).
Furthermore, either mechanical (stretching) or chemical (inflammatory soup) damage to lo-
cal nociceptors and sensitive nerve endings may occur. After peripheral nerve injury, the site
of damage is typified by the activation of resident immune cells. Endoneural MCs, i.e. re-
siding in the nerve, are the first cells to be activated and contribute to the recruitment of neu-
trophils and macrophages. Moreover, endoneural MCs release factors (e.g., cytokines, growth
factors, histamine, prostaglandins) that initiate and maintain sensory abnormalities after in-
jury. These factors may either induce activity in axons or are transported retrogradely to cell
bodies in the dorsal root ganglia, where they may alter gene expression of the neurons. Neu-
ropathic pain thus develops (Thacker et al., 2007). Irrespective of the type of OA pain whether
it is acute or chronic pain, peripheral or central pain, nociceptive or neuropathic pain, the
underlying origin is joint MCs hyperreactivity. Activation of pain receptors, transmission
and modulation of pain signals, neuroplasticity and central sensitization are all one continuum
of either synovial or endoneural MC degranulation. The goal should be down-modulation
of production and release of the inflammatory and nociceptive MC mediators. A success-
ful outcome is one that results in less MC degranulation and thus less pain.

Aliamides: naturally-occurring 
“pain-modifying analgesic” compounds
Aliamides are a family of naturally-occurring fatty acid amides, present in both plant (Chap-
man, 2004) and animal kingdoms (Balvers et al., 2013; Schmid and Berdyshev, 2002). The
term comes from the acronym ALIA, first coined by the Nobel Prize winner Levi Montal-
cini in 1996, to denote the Autacoid Local Injury Antagonism exerted by particular endogenous
fatty acid amides (Levi Montalcini et al., 1996). In mammals, aliamides are produced “on
demand” by body tissues, i.e., enzymatically released from membrane precursors when cells
are facing potentially harmful stimuli, and they are metabolized predominantly by intracellular
hydrolases (Esposito and Cuzzocrea, 2013). Aliamides are endowed with anti-inflamma-
tory and antinociceptive effects (Costa et al., 2008; Espostito and Cuzzocrea, 2013; Re et
al., 2007). Their main cellular target is the MC, whose behavior, proliferation and function
are indeed under the aliamide control (Cantarella et al., 2011; Cerrato et al., 2010; Costa
et al., 2009; De Filippis et al., 2013). Palmitoylethanolamide (PEA) is the aliamide parent
molecule. It has been suggested that a key role of endogenous PEA may be to maintain cel-
lular homeostasis when faced with external stressors provoking, for example, inflammation
and pain (Skaper and Facci, 2012). However, one may envision pathological settings where
PEA endogenous production is insufficient to control the ensuing inflammatory and noci-
ceptive cascade. This is the case of knee OA, where the levels of PEA in the synovial flu-
id are dramatically decreased compared to healthy knees, thus suggesting that the lower lev-
els of PEA may contribute to the disease process associated with this condition (Richard-
son et al., 2008). Accordingly, the exogenous administration of PEA has been repeatedly
demonstrated to exert anti-inflammatory and anti-nociceptive effects (Esposito and Cuzzocrea,
2013). PEA has been shown to significantly reduce pain behavior in several in vivo mod-
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els of inflammatory (Calignano et al., 2001; Conti et al., 2002; D’Agostino et al., 2009; De
Filippis et al., 2011; Farquhar-Smith and Rice, 2003; Jaggar et al., 1998; Mazzari et al., 1996)
and neuropathic pain (Costa et al., 2008; Di Cesare Mannelli et al., 2013; Genovese et al.,
2008). Furthermore, the oral administration of PEA, in the ultra-micronized form, has been
repeatedly demonstrated to benefit neuropathic pain in human patients affected by sciatic
pain (Canteri et al 2010; Guida et al., 2010; Morera Domínguez et al., 2012), pain associ-
ated to carpal syndrome (Conigliaro et al., 2011) and postoperative pain (Bacci et al., 2011).
Finally, PEA has been successfully used in patients who were unable to effectively control
chronic pain with standard therapies (Gatti et al., 2012), polyneuropathic (Truini et al,. 2011)
and diabetic patients (Assini et al., 2010; Schifilliti et al., 2011). The pain controlling ef-
fect of PEA, either inflammatory and neuropathic pain, has been shown to rely on the down-
modulation of immune-inflammatory cells, i.e., microglia and MCs (Bettoni et al., 2013;
De Filippis et al., 2011; Esposito et al., 2011; Genovese et al., 2008; Luongo et al., 2013;
Skaper and Facci, 2012).

Aliamides in the treatment of chronic OA pain
Approaches to the treatment of chronic pain that focus on targeting the underlying mech-
anism(s) are now revealing novel modes of action for therapeutic development. MC down-
modulating aliamides, such as PEA and its congeners, are classical examples. PEA has been
successfully used for pain relief in human patients with TMJ (temporomandibular joint) OA
(Marini et al., 2012). A two-week randomized clinical trial to compare the effect of PEA
versus a NSAID (i.e., ibuprofen) showed that PEA group experienced a significantly high-
er decrease of pain compared to ibuprofen group (Marini et al., 2012). Furthermore, the max-
imum active mouth opening was also significantly better improved under PEA compared
to ibuprofen (Marini et al., 2012). 
In a clinically relevant model of OA pain, i.e., the monosodium iodoacetate (MIA) injec-
tion in the rat knee (D’Souza et al., 2011), spinal levels of PEA have been shown to increase,
suggesting PEA may have a crucial role in controlling neuronal excitability at the level of
the spinal cord (Sagar et al., 2010). In light of these findings, a 3-week study was performed
in MIA-injected animals daily treated by oral PEA and a partial antiallodynic effect was shown
as early as after 8 days. At the end of the study, the antiallodynic and anti-edemigen effect
evoked by PEA was absolutely comparable to that exerted by the NSAID nimesulide, but
PEA proved to have a superior anti-hyperalgesic activity and a greater effect on the motor
functional recovery (Costa et al 2011; Costa, unpublished results). The oral administration
of PEA also slowed cartilage erosion, while nimesulide did not produce any improvement.
Finally, the OA animals treated with nimesulide for 21 days developed duodenal ulcers, while
such injury was not evident in the PEA-treated group (Costa, unpublished results). 
A PEA congener, namely the aliamide N-palmitoyl-glucosamine (trademark Glupamid®), was
also tested in the same OA pain model, i.e. the MIA model. In the MIA injected animals, a
single oral administration of N-palmitoyl-glucosamine resulted in a significant relief of me-
chanical allodynia, i.e. the painful behavior in response to innocuous stimuli. The antinoci-
ceptive effect was enhanced by the repeated daily administration of the compound for 14 days
and did not depend upon the glucosamine content, since equimolar doses of glucosamine did
not exert any significant effect (Costa et al., 2010; della Valle, 2011). The evaluation of the
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effect of N-palmitoyl-glucosamine on motor functional recovery after induction of OA has
also been performed, using the walking track analysis (i.e., a reliable and noninvasive method
for assessing functional recovery of the rear limb through particular footprint parameters).
Animals treated with N-palmitoyl-glucosamine had a significant improvement in the motor
functional profile, compared with the non treated group. In contrast, animals treated with glu-
cosamine (equimolar dose) had no significant difference in the motor recovery compared to
the non treated animal group. Importantly, the mean value of locomotor activity in the group
treated with N-palmitoyl-glucosamine was significantly better compared to glucosamine-
treated ones (Costa et al, submitted; della Valle, 2011).
Combination therapy, i.e., employing agents with complementary mechanisms of action,
is now regarded as one of the most successful option to benefit veterinary patients suffer-
ing from OA pain (Fox and Millis, 2010). Although further studies on the efficacy of com-
bination therapy are still needed, some interesting data have been recently collected in ca-
nine OA, pointing to the usefulness of combining a multitarget chondroprotective compound
to surgery. In particular a nutraceutical compound (namely Condrostress®, Innovet Italia srl)
containing normosulfated low molecular weight chondroitin sulfate, combined with the an-
tioxidant quercetin and the aliamide N-palmitoyl-glucosamine, has proved to rebalance the
synovial metabolic profile in OA dogs (Martini et al., 2012). The study was performed in
dogs with cranial cruciate ligament rupture, randomly allocated to two treatment groups af-
ter reconstructive surgical procedure (i.e., TPLO). The groups consisted in (i) no further treat-
ment (control group) and (ii) Condrostress® treatment group, whose animals received the
tested nutraceutical for 90 days, starting on the day after surgery. After 30, 60 and 90 days
a sample of synovial fluid was taken by arthrocentesis from each animal and processed for
1H-NMR analysis of metabolites involved in inflammatory, degenerative or dismetabolic
state of the joint. The results demonstrated that combining surgery with the aliamide-con-
taining chondroprotector significantly decreased synovial metabolites that are considered
markers of joint inflammation (lactate), degeneration (N-acetyle) and muscle metabolic de-
rangement (pyruvate, glycerol, choline, creatine). Furthermore, the lameness score between
post surgery day 30 and the final observation day showed a better trend of improvement in
the treated group compared to the control one, with a rate of improvement of 33% and 14%
respectively (Martini et al., 2012).

Conclusion
While acute pain is generally well modulated by classic analgesics (e.g., NSAIDs), chron-
ic pain can be quite frustrating to treat, as it often responds poorly to these and other drugs.
It has been proposed that practitioners change the concept of pain control in OA-related chron-
ic pain to one of “pain-modifying analgesic drugs” (van Laar et al., 2012). Such a change
would perfectly fit the aliamides, since they directly intervene in the neuroimmune alter-
ations responsible for the generation of pain (Di Cesare Mannelli et al., 2013). One can con-
sider that the discovery and the recent advancements in the field of aliamides (e.g., PEA and
N-palmitoyl-glucosamine) open
up novel strategies for controlling pain through MC down-modulation (Esposito and Cuz-
zocrea, 2013; Re et al., 2007). The positive outcomes obtained so far in experimental, hu-
man and veterinary studies, as reported in the present paper, point to the enormous poten-
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tial of aliamides for the practical management of the OA veterinary patient. The therapeu-

tic potential being increased by the safety of using naturally-occurring endogenous substances,

that are free from side effects (Esposito and Cuzzocrea, 2013), thus conveniently adminis-

trable for long periods and to geriatric patients, too.
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